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While working in a nightclub as a rave-dj, Peter challenged the God of the Universe to 
“reveal himself”. Only seconds later, God responded with a jaw-dropping Gospel 
encounter that shook the foundation of his life. Within a few short years, Peter was 
sucked into full-time ministry. Peter relocated to Minneapolis in 2004 to plant Substance 
Church. Substance became one of the fastest growing and most youthful multi-site 
mega churches in the US. Over 70% of the thousands who participate in their 
community are under 30 and over 41% of their congregation did not attend church or 
have a relationship with God even two years ago. Peter is on the lead team of the 
Association of Related Churches and has written two books: Pharisectomy and Broken 
Escalators.  Peter currently resides in Minneapolis with his wife Carolyn and their three 
kids. 
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Focus less on promotion and more on promotability throughout. Focus, less on business growth or church growth and more on gr 
ow ability. 
You should ask God to reveal himself to you. 
 [09:12] young people particularly are sensitive to authenticity. They want to see authenticity. 
[12:34] people that attend church on a weekly basis have higher levels of sexual satisfaction or have a higher life expectancy. 
[15:31] there's a huge correlation between church attendance and happiness. 
[15:39] people that attend church on a weekly basis lives seven to 14 years longer than the general population? 
[16:57] find a church that you actually attended and actually enjoy 
[17:31] The number one statistical predictor of spiritual growth is how many friends you have in your church and number two is, do 
you have a weekly ministry in that church that charges you up. 
[17:55] If people have four to seven friends and a ministry in your church, really they have a 98 percent chance of being very satisfied 
in your church. 
[21:12] I will always want to encourage pastors that again, if you can just be a relational church and help people find those amazing 
friends and that ministry within your church, that, that everything else tends to fall in place. 
[24:49] the vast majority of receptive unchurch people are young. And yet unfortunately in the American church, the vast majority of 
church decision makers are in their late fifties, early sixties. And so there's a three, four decade difference between the average 
church decision maker and the average receptive unchurch person. 
[25:56] I think a lot of people, when they hear me share stats like that, they, they, there's this impulse that makes them feel like less 
valuable when you get older, when in reality the opposite is true. When you're older, you actually become invaluable. 
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[28:58] I always encourage people don't plant a church until you have about 500 sermons under your belt. 
[29:29] You need to be in a great church before you can plant a great church. 
[29:36] don't shortcut the process of leadership development 
[32:13] be patient, don't lock into where you could be two years from now, locked into where you could be 10 years from now 
because it's like the old saying goes, people overestimate what they can accomplish in one or two years and they underestimate 
what they can accomplish in 10. 
[34:05] . And if the idea of our greatest exploits not happening until age 80 disturbs us, then chances are we probably have some, 
some idolatry in our hearts that God is wanting to deal with us. 
[34:44] circumstantial things like money, good looks where you live, all these types of things, uh, your marital status, they only affect 
our happiness by about 10 percent. 
[39:00] there's no promotion or circumstance that will make my life easier or happier. And so if you're out there praying for more 
income to manage or more authority, you're praying the wrong prayer. If you think that'll make you happier or simply, your life won't 
be simpler. [39:18] It'll just be more complex. In fact, I'm really, the reward of success is more complexity. 
[43:50] the simplest way to know if you're promotable is simply look at your prayers. If you're praying for circumstantial things more 
than you're praying for character and intimacy with God, then you're probably out of sync with God's plan. 
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